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遵循 J2EE 架构思想，以 Struts+Spring+Hibernate 框架为主干，辅助以 JSP 页面





















With the rapid development of social economy and Internet technologies, and 
advances in taxation system reform, taxpayers’ demands on electronic tax are ever 
growing, which makes greater demand on the humanity, stability and timeliness of 
maintenance of tax-related system. Under the popularization of information-based 
office and the strategic development of “Internet plus” proposed by China’s Central 
Committee and the State Council, the State Administration of Taxation is speeding up 
its network informatization construction by developing and improving an online 
declaration system inspired by the Internet thinking and big data. As a vital target in 
the construction of the State Administration of Taxation’ informatization, the system 
will provide a more convenient, quick, efficient and excellent taxation service for 
taxpayers. 
This dissertation presents related technologies adopted in the online declaration 
system. Firstly, it analyzes the business and functional requirements of the system, 
and points out the integrated, clear, precise and specific qualifications the system 
should have based on the detailed business process, which defines the necessary 
functions of the system. Then, under the background of demand analysis, it illustrates 
the general and detailed designs aiming at users’ needs through technological means, 
and elaborates the specific design and implementation of the system. In accordance 
with the software development philosophies and based on B/S structure and J2EE 
architecture, the tax online declaration system is developed under the 
Struts+Spring+Hibernate structure assisted by JSP page and AJAX technology to 
realize page interaction and other mature technologies such as Log4J, Dom4J. 
The design and realization of the tax online declaration system set up a service 
platform for the improvement of tax administration quality and work efficiency: On 















the Internet when handling tax-related matters with less tax cost; on the other hand, it 
could relieve the working stress and elevate the working efficiency of the State 
Administration of Taxation. 
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